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Abstract
The human gastrointestinal (GI) tract houses a diverse and expansive microbial
community known as the microbiota. The relationship between the host and the microbiota is
considered to be mutualistic, as trillions of bacteria that reside in the hospitable GI tract can
assist in essential host functions, including contributing to metabolism and immunity against
disease. An important subpopulation of the GI microbiota is the mucin-associated biofilm that is
comprised of a dense layer of bacteria that forms on the GI mucin layer. The mucin layer
provides an alternative niche to the GI lumen; the glycans of the mucin and the subsequent
metabolites can act as a source of nutrition for many bacterial species. The biofilm can assist in
microbiome resistance, resilience, and recovery and can, therefore, assist in maintaining host
health. Understanding bacterial interactions that result from mucin use can lead to the
development of interventions that promote microbiome stability and avoid disease development.
As such, this study attempted to investigate and predict interactions between potential mucinassociated bacteria by co-culturing species in a growth medium (BRM9 + mucin liquid media)
that would simulate conditions found in the mucus layer. Cultures were then plated on selective
media to determine the relative growth of each bacteria species. From there, we intended to use
pairwise interactions to predict species interactions in more complex communities using a
mathematic model. However, the experiment was not completed due to the technical issues that
arose during experimentation and lack of sufficient time. Nevertheless, the results that were
obtained provided a foundation of knowledge, which can be applied to future work completed in
the Auchtung Lab.

Key Terms: Microbiology, Microbiota, Biofilms, Mucins, Interactions
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Introduction
The Gut Microbiome and Diversity
The complex community of microbes including, Bacteria, Archaea, Eukarya and viruses,
in the gastrointestinal (GI) tract comprise the human gut microbiota [1]. The relationship
between the microbiota and the human host is considered to be mutualistic; the microbes are
provided with a rich array of glycans and a protected anaerobic environment, and the complex
array of microbial species and their genomes provide human hosts with genetic and metabolic
attributes that humans have not yet evolved on their own [2]. Accordingly, the gut has
established involvement in human metabolism, nutrition, physiology, and immune function.
With such a wide impact, bacterial imbalance has been linked with not only gastrointestinal
conditions, including inflammatory bowel disease and Clostridioides difficile infection, but more
widely, systemic manifestations of diseases such as obesity, type II diabetes, and atopy. Bacterial
imbalance, also known as dysbiosis, can be caused by antibiotics and changes in diet. Therefore,
the complex community has a role in both health and disease [3].
The bacteria within the human gut microbiota achieve some of the highest densities
recorded for any ecosystem [4]. It is estimated that the community of bacteria contains
approximately 100 trillion cells, exceeding the number of host cells by a factor of 10. The genes
encoded by the bacteria residing in the GI tract outnumber their host’s gene content by more than
100 times [3]. In addition to its immense size, the gut microbiota has incredible taxonomic
diversity. The total number of phyla and species varies widely between studies, but it is
estimated that over 50 phyla and more than 1000 species are present in the microbiota [3]. Two
phyla tend to dominate in the human gut microbiota: Bacteroidetes and Firmicutes [3,6];
however, individuals will vary in their relative proportions and species of these phyla [6].
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Although there are trends in taxonomic diversity, with such variation between individuals, there
is most likely not a universal, core set of species [6].
Even with great species diversity, the functional gene composition of the human gut
microbiome (microbiome = microbiota and its encoded genes) is highly conserved across healthy
individuals, which implies functional redundancy in the gut microbiome [7, 8]. Functional
redundancy between individual microbiomes was supported by a study which found that 18
females shared more than 93% of the enzyme-level functional groups, but few genus-level
phylotypes, a cluster of sequences that have as much diversity in their small subunit ribosomal
RNA genes as a named species [6]. Conclusively, individuals may not share a core microbiota,
but a functional core microbiome [6]. Through diversity and functional redundancy, a healthy
microbiota tends to display a relatively distinct community that is stable over time [6].

Mucins and Biofilms
The physiological variation along the length of the gastrointestinal tract influences
bacterial composition [9]. In the small intestine, bacterial growth is limited by the more acidic
pH levels, higher levels of oxygen, increased presence of antimicrobials, and faster transit time.
Therefore, the small intestine is populated with fast-growing, facultative anaerobes that tolerate
the acidity of bile and the presence of antimicrobials. Comparatively, the cecum and colon are
more hospitable environments for bacterial growth because the environmental pH is more basic,
the presence of oxygen is reduced, there is a lower concentration of antimicrobials, and the
transit time is slower. These condition in addition to the lack of simple carbon sources, which are
absorbed in the small intestine, facilitate the growth of fermentative polysaccharide-degrading
anaerobes, including species of the Bacteroidaceae and Clostridiaceae families [9].
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In addition to variation along the length of the GI tract, there is also variation along the
cross-sectional axis of the gut [9]. Within the colon, there are two distinct communities of
bacteria, one is found in the central lumen while the other is found in small compartments
created by the folding of the walls of the colon (Fig. 1). The differences in composition between
these communities may be the result of the increased presence of mucin acting as a nutrient
source to bacteria in the compartments between the folds of the colon walls [9].
The mucus that forms on the surface of intestinal epithelia are a family of membranebound or secreted proteins that are highly glycosylated, almost 80% O-linked glycan by mass,
that forms a gel-like matrix [10, 11, 12]. Mucin is secreted by epithelial goblet cells that are
found within the epithelial lining of intestines [9, 10, 13]. MUC2 is the best characterized mucin
secreted in the GI tract [12]. In the colon, the mucus layer is further divided into two layers that
work to protect the underlying epithelial cells from biological and environmental insults [10, 13].
The inner layer is firmly attached to the epithelia and is free of bacteria, while the outer layer is
loosely adherent and houses bacteria (Fig. 1). Along with the protective properties associated
with forming the mucus layer, mucins can also act as a lubricant and nutritional source for
microorganisms, and facilitate microbial colonization via microbial tropism [12].

Figure 1. Layers of the mucosa
and microbial niches in the
human colon. The mucin layer
nearest the epithelia is free of
bacteria, while the outer mucus
layer, free mucus, and food
particles are areas of bacterial
growth, in addition to planktonic
growth of bacteria.
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Bacteria are often distributed through the luminal space, with some attached to food or
mucus particles and others freely distributed; however, just adjacent to the mucosa is a dense
band of bacterial cells (Fig 1) [14]. This dense band gives rise to a biofilm. As such, bacteria of
the gut microbiota can be planktonic, embedded in biofilms, or dispersed from biofilms [13]. A
biofilm describes a microbial aggregate of immense diversity on a surface. Biofilms of the gut
microbiota are recognized as, “aggregates of microorganisms embedded in a biopolymer matrix
composed of host and microbial compounds, and adherent to food particles, mucus, or epithelia”
[13].
Along with having higher microbial density, the bacterial community of the biofilm is
significantly more diverse with higher species richness than the bacterial community within the
lumen of the gut [10, 13]. Additionally, because of differing proliferation and resource utilization
[14], the bacteria of the mucosa-associated biofilm are compositionally distinct from the
planktonic bacterial community of the gut microbiome. For example, Gammaproteobacteria
(Proteobacteria phylum) are restricted from colonizing in the mucus layer, while Clostridia
(Firmicutes phylum) are enriched in the mucin-associated biofilm and Akkermanisa muciniphila
(Verrucomicrobia phylum) have been identified as a key mucin degrader [12, 14]. Overall, the
bacteria that colonize this biofilm are heterogenous, diverse, and interactive.
The interactions between bacteria of the biofilm have a major role in the development
and persistence of the bacterial community. Such social behaviors include cooperation,
competition, and cheating. Many social behaviors are strongly directed by the metabolic activity
of bacteria [13]. For example, some organisms depend on other species to degrade mucin glycans
into usable sugars or other metabolites to obtain proper nutrition. Bacterial biofilms that form in
the outer mucus layer can also act as a selective filter for luminal compounds or as a detoxifier
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[13]. Additionally, owing to the proximity of mucosa-associated bacteria to the host tissue, the
microorganisms that colonize the mucosa have an intensified impact on the host health and
disease in comparison to bacterial cells of the lumen of the GI tract [11].

Glycan Metabolism
In addition to providing sites of attachment for bacteria in mucin-associated biofilms,
mucus also functions to impact the composition and physiology of the gut microbiota [11, 12].
As described above, mucus is composed of glycoproteins that can be metabolized by several
species of bacteria in the GI microbiome. Both glycans of host mucus and ingested glycans of
the host diet impact the gut microbiome.
The human genome is only capable of fully degrading a small subset of glycans; these
include those glycans that contain one or two different glycan linkages including, starch, lactose,
and sucrose. In contrast, the microorganisms of the GI tract are diverse and can contain many
different genes encoding depolymerizing enzymes; therefore, they can digest glycans of great
variety [11]. Many glycans that are indigestible to the host can be digested into their sugar
components, short-chain fatty acids (SCFA), and gases by microbes; many of these products
serve as nutrients for other microorganisms and host cells.
Strains of bacteria within the gut rarely produce the complete set of glycosidases
necessary for the complete degradation of glycans, but rather each contains a subset of glycandegrading phenotypes that are utilized in a specific location or at a specific time. Therefore,
cooperative action of several microbial species is required for in vivo glycan degradation. The
utilization of metabolites produced by partial glycan degradation by other microbes within the
gut generates dependence within the microbiota. Species that are already present within a
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microbiota may adjust their metabolism according to the metabolism of other bacteria in the
community and the glycans present. Researchers speculate that this may be an attempt to
synergize or avoid competition [11]. This hypothesis was suggested because of an experiment
that co-colonized germ-free mice with Bacteroides thetaiotaomicron and Eubacterium rectale, or
Bacteroides thetaiotaomicron and Bifidobacterium longum. The different combinations lead to
different bacterial glycan degradation profiles [11]. By adjusting their degradation profiles, the
bacteria may utilize different nutritional niches or work cooperatively with the other species to
obtain nutrition, which would avoid competition and/or help the species synergize.
Starch utilization systems (Sus) or Sus-like proteins have been implicated in O-glycan
utilization, including of host derived mucins [12]. Two species, Bacteroides thetaiotaomicron
and Bacteroides ovatus, dedicated about 20% of their genes to encoding Sus-like systems.
However, less than 33% of those genes are homologous between the two species. The 66% of the
genome that is mismatched is correlated with a glycan utilization ‘theme.’ Therefore, the species
have Sus-like systems that could direct them to distinct glycan micro-habitats [11]. Utilizing
distinct glycans can further contribute to the surrounding microbial community as different
metabolites may be produced by different systems.
The ability of mucin-degrading bacteria to forage on glycans presented by host mucins
may provide them the ability to colonize early in microbiome development. In other words, the
mucin provides a source of nutrients before introduction of dietary glycans [12]. Another source
of glycans that is available in early life and is important for microbiome colonization is human
milk oligosaccharides (HMOs); HMOs have similar chemical structure to O-linked glycans of
host mucins and can select for many of the same bacterial species during initial colonization of
the gastrointestinal tract [12].
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Colonization
Through research with biofilms not associated with the gut-microbiome, it has been
established that species sorting is more likely the mechanism of biofilm community assembly
and composition rather than stochastic dispersal from the source community [15]. Species
sorting involves the interplay of niche availability and competition, which may further induce the
specific selection of certain taxonomic groups within the biofilm community [15]. Applying this
logic to the assembly of the gut microbiota, niche-related and early-life historical processes [16]
would direct colonization rather than random colonization of species to which the host is
exposed.
The microbiome is developed quickly after birth through exposure to host-associated
communities, including dispersal from the mother and other care takers; environmental
communities, including the bacteria in the hospital, home, and on food; and unknown microbial
sources. The order and timing of species arrival and dispersal determines how species affect one
another in the gut microbiome; this concept is described as the priority effect.
The basis of the priority effect suggests that early arrivers can alter the colonization of
late arrivers [17]. The first species to colonize a community preempts the first fraction of space
and nutrients, leaving fewer resources in the area and limiting the likelihood of the same species
or species with similar niches from co-colonizing [18]. Additionally, taxa that modify niches can
either enhance or inhibit the colonization of later immigrants based on the environmental
requirements of later-arriving species [18]. Facilitation of later immigrants is exemplified by
Bacteroides thetaiotaomicron as this species liberates mucus-derived sugars, which can act as a
source of nutrition for later arrivers. Moreover, Escherichia coli can deplete oxygen in the infant
gut, creating a more hospitable environment for obligate anaerobes [18]. Subtle shifts that inhibit
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further colonization, including resource competition or chemical inhibitors, cause positive
frequency-dependent growth: the common species in the area has higher fitness [17]. This type
of growth escalates to the priority effect.
Co-existence theory can be used in conjunction with the priority effect to explain patterns
of colonization in the gut. Co-existence theory describes how fitness differences between species
and stabilizing mechanisms can interact to stabilize or dissuade species co-existence [18]. When
species within a community have fitness differences, characterized by species growth rate and
sensitivity to competition, one species will out compete the other. Mechanisms that maintain
diversity via niche differentiation can be stabilizing or destabilizing. Stabilizing differences
cause species to be suppressed by conspecifics (the same species), which could occur if a niche
resource necessary for the survival of one species was limited. Destabilizing effects cause
species to be suppressed by heterospecifics (other species), which discourages invasions. An
example of this would be when species compete for a universally necessary resource. When
small fitness differences, large destabilizing differences, and positive frequency-dependent
growth occur together, a condition in which neither species can invade an established population
of its competitor is generated and the priority effect occurs [17].
Research on microbial colonization in communities other than the gut microbiome, has
determined that environmental conditions can drive priority effects by impacting fitness and
stabilizing differences. For example, increasing sugar levels in the environment increased the
degree to which early-arriving species impacted late arrivers as the fitness difference was
reduced [17]. Further research should be conducted to test whether these results can be
replicated in areas of the GI tract that are high in sugar, including the mucosal membrane which
is rich in glycans. This need for further studies motivates the experiments described below.
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Modeling the Impact of Species Interactions in the Microbiota
The gut microbiota is significantly impacted by ecological interactions between
community members [19]. One method that has been used to describe the impact that growth
rate and species interactions have on the abundances of species within a community are
generalized Lotka-Volterra models [19]. As such, the models can be used to infer interactions
between species. LIMITS, or Learning Interactions from Microbial Time Series, is a tool that
utilizes sparse linear regression with bootstrap aggregation and the Lotka-Volterra model to infer
microbial interaction coefficients [20]. Through the use of LIMITS, Bacteroides
fragilis and Bacteroides stercosis were identified as keystone species in the gut microbiome.
Keystone species are those that exert greater influence on the structure of the community than
community species of greater abundances [20].
Interactions identified through LIMITS can further be utilized to build species interaction
networks where it can be determined if species interactions are exploitative, competitive, or
mutualistic. For example, previous studies measuring interaction thresholds demonstrated that
while it may be expensive for species to maintain pathways for rare resources, competing for
more common resources can also require costly strategies and puts the organism at higher risk of
competitive exclusion [21]. Therefore, there is a limitation or trade-offs to the interactions.

Resilience
Once established, a healthy human gut microbiota has temporal stability in that each
person has a relatively distinct, stable community of microbes. Any drastic deviation in the
typical composition of the gut microbiota may be associated with diseases addressed earlier.
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Therefore, resilience is a vital properties that protects the stability of the composition and
function of the gut microbiota.
Resilience is defined as, “the amount of stress or perturbation that a system can tolerate
before its trajectory changes towards a different equilibrium state” [6]. Resilience of the human
gut microbiota is thought to be the result of numerous factors: species diversity, competition, and
functional response diversity [6, 22]. It is presumed that species diversity is of benefit to the
microbiota because with a greater number of species, the niche utilization is higher; therefore,
the opportunities for invaders to colonize is diminished. The high diversity of bacterial species
gives rise to the continuous presence of competition in the gut microbiota. Competition acts as a
mechanism of resilience in a similar fashion to species diversity as competition leads to
portioning of the available ecological niches. Two mechanisms of competition utilized by
bacteria of the microbiota are rapid growth and direct aggression [13]. The functional response
diversity, or the degree to which species in the community that contribute to the same function
vary in sensitivity to disturbance, is also considered a mechanism of resilience; rare species that
have the same function as a more prominent species may be able to fill the niche when the
ecosystem is disturbed. This prohibits the colonization of an exotic species [6]. The presence of
phylogenetically diverse species that have similar functions implies the previously discussed
concept of functional redundancy. As such, functional redundancy is thought to partially explain
the resilience of the microbiome in response to perturbations [8].
Another mechanism promoting resilience of the gut microbiota is antibiotic tolerance: the
ability of bacteria to survive the effect of an antibiotic due to a reversible phenotypic state [23].
Antibiotics are typically very disruptive of normal microbiome composition and function;
therefore evolving antibiotic tolerance can create resilience as the disruptive effects of antibiotic
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is diminished. Individuals can recover from antibiotic disruptions, but speed and extent of
recovery differ from person to person [6]. Therefore, developing tolerance is not necessary, but
can be beneficial to bacteria of the microbiota.
The biofilm is known to have high tolerance to antibiotics in comparison to planktonic
bacteria of the microbiome. The high tolerance of the mucus-associated biofilms in the GI tract
was evident in an experiment in which researchers exposed a microbiome community to the
broad-spectrum antibiotic, Ciprofloxacin. The results displayed that the mucus-associated
communities of biofilms were less prone to dysbiosis than luminal communities following
exposure [14]. Since the community of the biofilm was not as severely disturbed, the results
suggested the biofilm of the gut microbiome can act as a safe harbor that promotes tolerance.
However, this experiment further found that the bacteria of biofilms are not tolerant to narrowspectrum antibiotics. Resultingly, when treated with Vancomycin, an antibacterial that targets the
biofilm-associated bacteria of the class Clostridia, the community collapsed [14]. Had the
community had time to develop antibiotic tolerance, the community would have had an
additional mechanism of resilience and may have had greater chances at maintaining a stable
community.
Similarly to antibiotic tolerance, antibiotic resistance acts as a strong mechanism of
resilience against perturbation by antibiotics. Antibiotic resistance results from a genetic
mutation or horizontal gene transfer and generally indicates an increase in the minimum
inhibitory concentration of an antibiotic required to significantly inhibit the growth of the
bacteria [17, 23]. Biofilms are a ‘hot spot’ or ‘environmental reservoir’ for antibiotic resistance
due to high population densities causing increased proximity of cells and increasing the chances
of horizontal gene transfer [24].
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Species diversity, competition, functional response diversity, and antibiotic tolerance and
resistance, especially within the mucin-associated biofilm, all contribute to gut microbiome
resiliency and therefore, help to maintain the stability of the microbiome.

Recovery from Disturbance
While the gut microbiome is resilient, it can still be impacted by perturbations. Therefore,
the community’s ability to promote fast and efficient recovery from disturbances is vital to avoid
dysbiosis and the development chronic diseases. Mucosa-associated gut microbes of biofilms
have strong changes of recovery from disturbance because of their ability to degrade mucin and
the increased species interactions granted by greater diversity of species found in biofilms.
Biofilms may have a strong ability to recover after perturbation because genes associated
with mucus utilization are rare in enteric pathogens, but prevalent in gut commensals [25];
therefore the commensals can outcompete pathogens in a glycan-rich environment. Using a
perturbed microbiota in a mouse-model, researchers found that mucin-derived O-glycans found
within the gastrointestinal tract and those supplied via HMOs can aid recovery of the microbiota
after antibiotic treatment because they enrich for resident microbes. Additionally, the glycanaided recovery suppressed C. difficile abundance, delayed the onset of obesity, and increased the
relative abundance of resident Akkermansia muciniphila, a key mucin degrader [25]. These
findings further suggests that mucus glycans could be utilized to as a prebiotic to mitigate
perturbations.
As a result of having even greater diversity than the planktonic bacterial community, the
biofilm-associated community of bacteria in the microbiome tend to recover faster from
environmental disturbances, including pH shock [22]. However, being that some species of the
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microbiota negatively interact, not all species combinations are beneficial to recovery. For
example, the presence of the dominant genera Geobacter contributed to the effectiveness of
resilience; however when interacting with Methanobrevibacter, the recovery time increased [22].
This example implies that the presence of negative interactions, even in a diverse community,
can reduce resiliency. Therefore, both diversity and composition of the bacteria community
immediately after disturbance impacts the ability to recover.
Understanding the importance of individual species in microbiome recovery, utilizing
metagenome-wide associated analysis, one study identified microbial determinants of postantibiotic recovery. Researchers collected over 500 samples from 117 different people from four
different countries, subjected the samples to one of four antibiotic treatments, and classified
samples by the recovery of their microbiome. From there, they sensitively identified 21 species
of bacteria that were associated with the recovery of the microbiome. Bacteroides uniformis was
broadly influential in recovery; it was the only species which was associated with recovery in
samples from all four countries. Furthermore, the results of this study connect the ecological
recovery of microbial biomass and diversity to the recovery of key microbiome functions.
Specifically, they found that recovery associated bacteria (RAB) were linked to the enrichment
in carbohydrate-degradation and energy-metabolism pathways found in individuals who
recovered from antibiotic disruption of the microbiome. RABs exhibited a significant enrichment
for Carbohydrate-active enzyme (CAZyme) families compared to non-recovery-associated
bacterial species; as CAZyme family abundance increased, community growth rate also
increased; those who recovered from disruption had greater community growth rate in
comparison to those who did not recover [26]. CAZyme families specific for degrading dietderived carbohydrates and mucins were particularly enriched in this study.
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Conclusively, the ability to degrade mucins is key for colonization and may assist RABs
is the recovery process. RABs with mucin degrading abilities were considered to be primary
species or keystone species as they could initiate a positive feedback loop that drives the
recovery of microbial biomass. The loop was suggested to follow the path: primary RABs
degrade mucin; secondary species play a synergistic role as they use the simple sugars that result
from the mucin degradation; as the biomass and diversity of the microbiome repopulates, other
RABs contribute to production of short-chain fatty acids that provide energy for colonocytes;
and colonocytes produce mucin that primary RABs can feed from [26]. This cycle demonstrates
the mutually beneficial relationship between bacteria and the host as bacteria have a place to
reside and host cells functions are supported by the mucin degradation abilities of the bacteria.
The results confirm that the introduction of primary RAB species is necessary for mucin
degradation and furthermore biomass recovery, and suggest that synergistic combinations can be
more beneficial for recovery of a diverse ecosystem than common probiotics [26].

Altogether, this background information regarding the gut microbiome, mucin-associated
biofilms and corresponding mucin degradation, and the resulting bacterial interactions display
the potential roles of mucin-associated biofilms in ecosystem function, microbiome resilience,
and disease prevention. Human health is the net result of the dynamic interactions between the
microbiota and its host [18]. By understanding the ecological interactions that occur between
bacterial species, specifically in the mucin-associated biofilm, we can better understand the
subsequent impacts they can make on host health. To increase understanding of ecological
interactions in mucin-associated biofilms, the purpose of this study was to predict interactions in
a defined community using a mathematical model based on data collected from mono- and co-
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cultures, and determine how mucin alters the dynamics of the community. We hypothesized that
the growth of a subset of species in the defined community would be dependent upon other
species with which they were cultured. Specifically, we predicted that interactions would include
competition for resources and mutualistic behaviors in which a primary mucin-degrading
bacteria would provide usable metabolites for another species. Below, we describe the progress
that was made towards investigating these hypotheses.

Material and Methods
Anaerobic chamber
The anaerobic chamber was utilized in all of the experiments in this study. The chamber
provides a controlled atmosphere to work with oxygen sensitive bacteria and provides general
isolation control. The chamber maintained a temperature of 37°C and a gas concentration of 5%
carbon dioxide, 5% hydrogen gas, and 90% nitrogen gas. All materials were pre-reduced in the
anaerobic chamber for a minimum of two hours before having contact with any bacterial species.

Bacterial Species
All bacterial species were obtained from a fecal slurry previously collected from a
healthy adult volunteer by the Auchtung Lab. (Fecal sample collection was reviewed and
approved by UNL Institutional Review Board.) Species that had previously been isolated from
the slurry were obtained from Auchtung Lab freezer stocks and were labeled with the lab initials
and a number (ex: ‘JMA XXX’). New freezer stocks were created for each of the species that
were isolated in this study.
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Media
Throughout the experiment an array of medias were utilized for selection plating and to
resemble mucin of the gut microbiome. All media recipes were obtained from the Auchtung Lab.
The medias used in the study are listed below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

BHIS: brain heart infusion-supplemented with 5 g/L yeast extract
BHIS + 5% blood agar: brain heart infusion-supplemented with 5g/L yeast extract in
which 50mL of distilled water was replaced with 50mL of sheep’s blood
M2GSC [28]
BRM9: bioreactor medium version 9
TCCFA [29]
YCFA: yeast casitone fatty acid [30]
YCFA + antibiotics: yeast casitone fatty acid with 6 ug/ml vancomycin, 12 ug/ml
kanamycin, and 1 mg/L bromophenol blue
TSA + 5% blood agar: tryptone soy agar in which 50mL of distilled water was replaced
with 50mL of sheep’s blood
TYG: tryptone yeast extract glucose
Tryptone + maltose: tryptone base media with 2% maltose
Tryptone + sucrose: tryptone base media with 2% sucrose
Tryptone + glucose: tryptone base media with 2% glucose
Tryptone + FOS: tryptone base media with 2% FOS
Mucin Selective Agar (See Results)
BRM9 + Individual mucosal sugar (See Results)
BRM9 + Mucin (See Results)

Isolation and Identification of the Isolates
To isolate bacteria species, the fecal slurry was plated in isolation or with ethanol. The
addition of ethanol would select for the growth of spore forming bacteria. The slurry or slurry
and ethanol mixture was plated on six different media types: YCFA, BHIS, BHIS with 5% blood
agar, BRM9, and M2GSC. These media types are commonly used because of their propensity to
grow a wide range of species. From the growth of the fecal slurry, the isolation process began via
the selection and streaking of one colony on a fresh, pre-reduced plate of the same media type. It
was thought a species was isolated when a single colony morphology was present on a plate.
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After many rounds of attempting to isolate bacterial species of the fecal slurry, a
proposed isolate was prepared for polymerase chain reaction (PCR) via bead beating of the cells.
PCR was then run according to protocol to amplify the 16S rRNA gene [27]. To ensure that PCR
was successful, gel electrophoresis was performed. The PCR product was then cleaned using
AMPure beads according to the manufacturer’s protocol and prepared for analysis.
With the first round of isolations, the cleaned PCR products were tested via Illumina
sequencing as described [27]. For subsequent rounds of isolations, the PCR products were tested
via Sanger sequencing. With Illumina sequencing, isolates were considered pure if >95% of
sequence reads were identical. For Sanger sequencing, isolates were considered pure if Q-scores
were greater than 20 across 500 bases. Both of these techniques allowed for identification of the
16S rRNA sequence. This sequence contains conserved and variable regions that vary across
species; therefore, once identified, the sequence could be copied into BLAST
(www.ncib.nih.gov/BLAST). This tool, which was used with default parameters optimized for
highly similar sequences, was used to match the identified sequence to the sequence of a known
species in the nr/nt database. Tentative genus and species assignments were made based upon the
top BLAST high with > 98% identity.

Dilution Plating
Diluting plating was used to estimate the number of bacteria in a sample. In this
experiment, it was used to identify bacterial growth in BRM9 + mucin liquid media at specific
time points. Before sampling, the mono- and co-culture inoculates of the 96 deep well plates
were thoroughly mixed by pipetting up/down approximately 20 times. 20 l of the inoculums
were added to individual wells of a polypropylene 96-well plate which already contained 180l
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of PBS in each well. This 10-fold dilution was completed four more times. Therefore, in total,
there were five 10-fold dilutions. 3l of the initial concentration of the inoculum was plated in
addition to five 10-fold dilutions on selective plates with proper pipetting techniques. The plates
were grown in the anaerobic chamber for 24 hours (Fig. 2) and were checked again at 48 hours.
The colonies of the dilution round which produced between 10-30 colonies were counted. Then
the true growth of the bacteria, or the number of colony forming units (CFUs), was calculated by
taking both the number of colonies and the round of dilution into consideration. The equation
used was as followed: 𝐶𝐹𝑈𝑠 = # 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑒𝑠 × (1 × 𝐸(𝑑𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 #)) × 1000/3. The number
of CFUs at the experimental time points could be compared with a line graph.

Figure 2. An example of dilution plating on a
BRM9 plate after 24 hours of growth. The
columns represent four different mono- or cocultures. The rows represent the dilution
number. For this plate, the third and fourth 10fold dilutions would have been used to
calculate the total CFUs present in the
inoculum.

Results and Discussion
With the intention of predicting interactions in a defined community based on data
collected from mono- and co-cultures, and determining how mucin alters the dynamics of the
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community, the results of many preliminary experiments are synthesized. Unfortunately, we did
not have sufficient time to complete these studies; the data presented below will provide a future
foundation for studies in the lab.

Assembling a defined community of fecal microbes
In order to predict bacterial interactions in a defined community of microbes, species
needed to be isolated from a fecal sample obtained from a healthy donor. Many isolates of
bacterial species from a fecal sample had already been collected from previously completed
work in the Auchtung lab; however, additional diversity was desired for the purpose of this
study. The fecal sample, being representative of the microbiome, has many thousands of species,
which had the potential to be isolated. Of particular interest was the isolation of Akkermanisa
muciniphila because of its role in the degradation of mucin glycans in the gut microbiome.
After many rounds of plating in attempt to isolate, the majority of proposed isolates were
not pure as there were many species in each of the samples. Phocaeicola dorei was isolated in
two samples; however, this species has already been isolated in previous lab work.
The isolation process continued, but it was altered in that isolation was focused on
species that had greater prevalence in certain samples. For example, Akkermanisa muciniphila
was present in two of the samples; therefore, as a desired isolate, those two samples continued to
be isolated. At the end of the isolation process, Phocaeicola dorei, Bacteroides fragilis, Alistipes
finegoldii, Pseudoflavonifractor phocaeensis, and Eggerthella lenta were completely isolated.
However, only Pseudoflavonifractor phocaeensis and Eggerthella lenta were new isolates from
the fecal sample for the lab (Table 1).
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Table 1. Bacterial Strains, Their Identification Numbers, and Points of Isolation. The strains
highlighted in grey are the strains that were isolated during this study.

Identification of selective conditions for identification in co-culture
To prepare for bacterial co-culturing, ten previously isolated bacterial species were tested
for plate selectivity. Each species was struck out on thirteen different types of media. The growth
of the bacteria was monitored and recorded (Table 2). If two species with differing plate
selectivity are co-cultured, the density of growth of an individual bacterial species within the coculture could be identified by plating the co-culture on plates that only one species has the ability
to grow on.

Table 2. Selective Growth of Ten Previously Isolated Bacteria Strains
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Plate selectivity on mucin selective plates also needed to be identified in order to
determine mucin utilization; however, before this could occur, the recipe for the media needed to
be tested to confirm that it was representative of the mucin found in the human GI tract. To do
this, the growth of three species was tested on mucin plates. The negative controls,
Clostridioides difficile and Bacterioides cellulolyticus, were expected to show no growth on the
mucin selective agar plates. Conversely, the positive control, Blautia schinkii, was expected to
grow. The results of this experiment showed that the mucin selective agar was not behaving in a
predictable manner as there was faint growth of the positive control and stronger growth of the
negative controls. After deliberation, we hypothesized that the unexpected growth patterns may
have been caused by 1) the degradation of mucin into usable sugars due to the heat endured
during autoclave sterilization, or 2) the extremely high concentration of yeast extract in the
media recipe serving as an alternate nutrition source that allowed negative control species to
survive.
To tests these hypothesis, non-mucin utilizers were grown on autoclaved and nonautoclaved mucin selective agar plates in which the concentration of yeast extract had been
decreased (See Methods). C. difficile and B. cellulolyticus were used again as controls; B. subtilis
was a third negative control. All three species were not expected to grow on the mucin selective
agar. As a control, all three species were also plated on BHIS, in which they were expected to
grow. All plating and growth occurred in the anaerobic chamber. The plate which had
autoclaved media looked as expected; however, trying to avoid autoclaving while still
maintaining sterility was challenging. The non-autoclaved plate ended up with contamination
between the plate and the base layer of the media. Additionally, because only one plate was
made, there were issues with the consistency of the media; the media was detaching from the
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edges of the plate as it had not solidified entirely. Although there were struggles with
contamination and consistency, the three bacterial species were still plated on both the
autoclaved and non-autoclaved media.
All three strains showed significant growth on the BHIS plate. There was no noticeable
growth on the non-autoclaved mucin plate, other than the already present contamination. On the
autoclaved mucin plate, B. cellulolyticus showed significant growth, C. difficile showed faint
growth, and B. subtilis did not grow. These results suggest two findings. First, with less yeast
extract in the media, there was significantly less growth of the C. difficle and B. cellulolyticus on
the mucin media; therefore, the significant growth of the two species on the first batch of mucin
plates was most likely due to the high concentration of yeast extract in the media. Secondly,
since there was no growth of B. subtilis on the autoclaved selective mucin agar, it can be
assumed that autoclaving the mucin does not degrade the sugars into carbohydrates that can be
used by B. subtilis. Alternatively, the media may have lacked an essential growth factor or
factors for B. subtilis growth. As the non-autoclaved mucin was too difficult to use due to
problems with sterility, the mucin selective agar media was autoclaved for the remaining
duration of the study.
Conclusively, from this experiment, the mucin selective media recipe that would be used
for the duration of the study was determined. 1L of mucin selective agar included 250 ml of 1%
type III porcine gastric mucin, 250 ml of 3% Bacto Agar, and 500 ml of base medium that
contained 4 g sodium bicarbonate, 0.45 g sodium phosphate dibasic, 0.45 g sodium phosphate
monobasic, 0.6 ammonium sulfate, 1 g cysteine-hydrochloride, 1 g sodium chloride, 0.2 g
magnesium sulfate, 0.2 g calcium chloride, 0.05 g yeast extract, 20 g biotin, 20 g vitamin B12,
30 g 4-aminobenzoic acid, 50 g folic acid, 150 g pyridoxamine, 1X ATCC vitamin stock, 0.5
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mg vitamin K1, and 10 mg hemin. The base medium was filter sterilized and combined with
autoclaved mucin and agar stock prior to pouring plates.
Following this experiment, the ten previously isolated strains of bacteria were plated
mucin selective media in which the concentration of yeast was lowered to test for plate
sensitivity (Table 3). The presence of mucin in the media was vital for the growth of the bacterial
species. However, two of the species, JMA 211 and JMA 277, were not able to use mucin as a
nutritional source.

Table 3. Selective Growth of Ten Previously
Isolated Bacteria Strains on Mucin Selective
Media or Mucin-free Mucin Selective Media.
Plus sign represent growth and minus sign indicates
now growth.

To better understand the relationship the bacterial species have with the mucin, mucosal
sugars were individually added to BRM9 media to see if particular species had preference for a
certain sugar or dietary niches. To make BRM9 + an individual mucosal sugar, the BRM media
recipe [31] was used with a few alterations. Tween80 was not added, which makes it the ninth
version of BRM media used in the Auchtung Lab. In addition, the individual mucin sugar was
added at 1 g/L. The sugar solution was combined with the BRM9 base after autoclaving and
before pouring the plates. The type III porcine gastric mucin, the mucin utilized in the mucin
selective media, is comprised of approximately eleven sugars; therefore, eleven different BRM9
+ individual mucosal sugar medias were made. The sugars used were arabinose, sorbitol,
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raffinose pentahydrate, rhamnose monohydrate, cellobiose, glycerol, inulin, gelatin, pectin,
arabinogalactan, and N-acetyl-D-glucosamine.
Twelve different bacteria species were plated on mucin selective plates. The mucin
selective plates were made with reduced yeast concentration. Four bacterial species, JMA 98,
128, 129, and 132 (Table 1), were streaked all eleven of the BRM9 + individual mucosal sugar
plates. All plating and growth occurred in the anaerobic chamber. Unfortunately, the twelve
bacterial species that were plated on the mucin plates only displayed faint, indistinguishable
growth. No species growth was evident on the plate that lacked any sugars and only some to
none of the species grew on the BRM9 plates with one sugar. Resultingly, no data was
generated from this study
Had species growth been more reliable, the data from this experiment could have
displayed possible species interactions and niche partitioning. Species could co-colonize with
other species that had differential preferences, reducing the continual competition experienced by
bacteria in the gut microbiome. Additionally, results may have provided some insight into
organisms likely to interact with primary mucin-degrading bacteria, which are able to liberate
mucosal-sugars from mucus.
In order to better understand the growth rate of the bacteria species that would be used for
mono- and co- culturing, growth curves were created (Fig 3). This step was important because
during the culturing experiment, the growth of the bacteria needed to be measured at least twice
before the bacteria reach stationary phase. This experiment would approximate the times in
which adequate species growth occurs in the BRM9 + mucin liquid media for further testing
during co-culturing. BRM9 + mucin media was made through the same process used to make
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BRM9 + an individual mucosal sugar; however, the mucosal sugar was substituted for type III
porcine gastric mucin at the same concentration, 1 g/L.
Eight isolates which were contenders for co-culturing were grown on fresh, selective
plates. Colonies were then inoculated in the BRM9 + mucin liquid media after 1:1000 dilution in
PBS. Dilution plating occurred at inoculation and 2, 7, and 24 hours after inoculation. The
dilutions were plated on to BHIS or YCFA depending on the plate selectivity identified earlier.
There was very minimal growth on the dilution plates for the 0, 2, and 7 hours after
inoculation time points. This many have been due to low concentrations of cells at inoculation.
All cultures showed significant growth after 24 hours (Fig. 3). At least three of the cultures grew
to an uncountable number of colonies, indicating that some cultures may have already entered
their stationary phase by hour 24 of inoculation. Therefore, rough estimates were made in regard
to the growth of the bacteria.
This data was beneficial in outlining how to best prepare for future experiments. It was
determined that for the mono- and co-culture experiments, the dilution strength would be
reduced and the bacterial cell concentration would be quantified via OD600 measurements
before proceeding to inoculation. If the appropriate concentration of cells were to be inoculated,
the 2 hour and 7 hour inoculation time points would likely generate significant, countable growth
before the bacteria entered their stationary phase. However, to be on the safe side, during future
experiments, the first measurement after inoculation would occur after the two hour point to
ensure that all species reached the exponential phase of growth. The results were only used to
help approximate when dilution plating should take place when completing mono and coculturing in later experiments.

Colonies (CFUs)
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Time (hours)
Figure 3. Growth curves for six isolates inoculated in BRM9 + mucin media and grown on
selective plates.
Interactions in Mucin Associated Communities
With isolated bacteria, background information regarding plate selectivity, and bacterial
growth rates in BRM9 + mucin the mono- and co-culturing experiments could begin. Five strains
were selected for the experiment based on their tendency to grow on mucin, the plate selectivity
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when using other medias, and species diversity. The five selected bacterial species were,
Bacteroides thetaiotamicron, Bacteroides uniformis, Flavonifractor plautii, Blautia schinkii, and
Fucicatenibacter saccharivorans. There would only be nine co-culutres; Bacteroides
thetaiotamicron and Bacteroides uniformis would not be co-cultured as their plate selectivity was
nearly identical. There was intention to use one of the bacterial species that was collected
through the isolation process; however, the species that were isolated were very slow growers,
which gave rise to timing challenges when planning and running the experiment.
Each species was grown on a fresh plate of selective media. From the plates, a colony
was selected and swirled in BRM9 + mucin liquid media. The bacteria was left to grow
overnight in the anaerobic chamber. The next day, growth was determined using
spectrophotometry whereby optical density was measured at 600 nanometers. Based on the
growth measurements, th e liquid media plus bacteria suspension was diluted with phosphatebuffed saline (PBS). Once at the proper concentration, the suspension was pipetted into a 96-well
plate in the anaerobic chamber. Each well was either inoculated with an individual strain (monoculture), or was inoculated with two different species (co-culture). All mono- and co-culture
experiments were tested in quadruplicate. Directly following inoculation in the 96-well plate, the
first round of dilution plating occurred on to non-mucin selective plates. This zero hour plating
provided information on the initial amount of growth of each bacterial species. Diluting plating
occurred again after 12-14 and 24 hours of growth in the 96-well plate. After 24 hours of growth
on the non-mucin selective plate, the density of the bacteria growth was determined by
calculating the colony forming units. The growth of the mono-cultures, which were plated on the
media in which they were selective to act as a positive control, was then compared to the
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bacterial growth that was obtained in the co-cultures. Such comparison would give insight on
species interactions at the 12-14 and 24 hour time points.

Figure 4. The organization of the 96 well plate used for the first set of mono- and coculturing. The colors in the table represent the culture. The numbers in the table represent the
species identification number used by the lab (ex: ‘140+150’ represents the co-culture between
JMA 140, Flavonifractor plautii, and JMA 150, Blautia schinkii)

To avoid contamination issues, the mono- and co-culturing experiment was broken into
three smaller experiments. The first subexperiment included three bacteria: Flavonifractor
plautii (JMA 140), Blautia schinkii (JMA 150), Fucicatenibacter saccharivorans (JMA 277).
Therefore, there were three mono-cultures, three co-cultures, and one negative control. All of
which were tested in duplicate. Figure 4 displays the layout of the 96-well plate which
incorporated the mono-cultures; co-cultures; and negative controls, which were wells with only
PBS and no cells.
Generally, growth of the mono-culture on their selective plate was greatest near the 12
hour point and declined in the hours after; however, there was obscure growth of both monocultures on the TCCFA plates (Fig. 5g). The density of F. plautii on TCCFA dropped
significantly by hour 12 and F. saccharivorans (JMA 277) did not grow on TCCFA at all.
Because JMA 277 was not able to grow on TCCFA, no growth would be expected to show on
TCCFA plates that were to be selective of F. saccharivorans in co-culture. However, growth was
seen in one of the trials (Fig. 5b). The bacterial growth on TCCFA in this trial indicated that
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either the selective plating that was identified earlier was not accurate or there was contamination
during the experiment. As a result, the data from co-cultures in which Fucicatenibacter
saccharivorans was grown on TCCFA could not be utilized for analysis (Fig. 5a-b). Reflecting
on this experiment for future endeavors, it would be beneficial to plate mono-cultures on plates
in which they are not supposed to grow. This will act as a negative control as it would confirm
that the particular bacterial species could not grow on the media type and ensure that
contamination was not skewing the results.
The results from the two other co-cultures were still taken into consideration. Our
intention was to average this set of duplicate co-cultures with a second set of duplicates to reach
quadruplicate replication; however, contamination limited progress beyond these initial duplicate
growth curves. The co-culture of JMA 150 and JMA 140 appeared to display a more mutualistic
relationship as the density of the bacteria seemed to climb together or drop together (Fig. 5c,d).
In the co-cultures of JMA 277 and JMA 140, a decline in the growth of JMA 277 near hour 12
(Fig. 5e) appeared to allow for a corresponding dramatic increase in growth of JMA 140 (Fig.
5f); reflecting a competitive relationship. These analyses are only presumptions made by the
limited data obtained from the experiment; they do not represent that actual relationship held
between the two bacterial species in a mucin-related environment. The analysis foreshadows the
interaction predictions that could have been made with completion of the experiment.
The next sub-experiment tested Bacteroides thetaiotamicron, Bacteroides uniformis, and
Flavonifractor plautii. When this experiment was run, the majority 96-well plate was
contaminated; therefore, results were not obtained from the trial. This is the point in which
experimentation stopped due to the issues of contamination and time constraints. The plan and
the desired analysis for what would have completed the study is explained below.
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g.

Figure 5. Growth in CFU of bacteria in mono- and co-cultured inoculates of BRM9 +
mucin liquid media transferred to selective plates. In a-f, the two lines on each graph show
the duplicates of each co-culture. In g, the growth of the mono-cultures on the selective plates is
shown. The orange lines represent one co-culture, the blue lines represent a duplicate of the coculture. The limit of detection was 300 cells.
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The third and final subset of mono- and co-cultures would have been completed with the
species Bacteroides thetaiotamicron, Bacteroides uniformis, Blautia schinkii, and
Fucicatenibacter saccharivorans. After all of the co-cultures had been run in quadruplicate, the
small community of all five bacteria would have been cultured together in the BRM9 + mucin
media and plated on bacterial selective plates. Just as before, after 12-14 and 24 hours of
inoculation, the densities of each species would have been quantified with dilution plating on
selective plates in the anaerobic chamber. The results from this experiment would have allowed
us to analyze the interactions of the five bacterial species acting as a community, which would be
of greater resemblance to the growth of the bacterial species in the mucin-associated biofilm of
the gut-microbiome.
From there, we intended to use the pairwise interactions identified by the co-culturing
data to predict species interactions in more complex communities using a mathematic model.
This model would have been based on a minimal interspecies interaction adjustment (MIIA)
model that was proposed and has been utilized by a subsequent lab. The model predicts reliable
predictions of shifting interspecies interactions that are dependent on the functional role of
neighboring species [32].

Conclusion
The purpose of this study was to utilize the growth patterns determined through monoand co-cultures to predict interactions in a defined community associated with mucin. While the
experiment was not run to completion due to issues with contamination and time, the results that
were obtained have created a foundation of knowledge that the Auchtung Lab can use as they
study ecological mechanisms that govern mucin-associated biofilms of the GI tract. The results
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obtained from the set of experiments run in this study include two new isolates from a fecal
sample, the plate selectivity of a set of bacterial species, an improved mucin selective media
recipe, and an outline of the co-culturing experiment in BRM9 + mucin liquid media.
Of particular interest in the Auchtung Lab is the relationship between primary mucindegrading bacteria and the colonization of the disruptive GI pathogen Clostridioides difficile.
Although antibiotics are a common treatment used to help individuals fight bacterial infections,
they are also a major predisposing factor for disease susceptibility as they disrupt the gut
bacterial community. C. difficile inhabits alternative nutrient niches that become available after
gut disruption. There are two factors that determine the nutritional niches filled by C. difficile:
the microbes already present in the GI tract and dietary constituents available. Intestinal sugars,
mucin glycan oligosaccharides degraded by other bacteria in the microbiome, act as key nutrients
for the C. difficile community proliferation [33]. C. difficile infection is the largest cause of
hospital acquired infection in the US and is the leading cause of post-antibiotic infection [34]. It
is a severe and highly contagious infection causing over 200,000 illnesses per year in the US and
more than 12,000 deaths. Current antibiotic therapy can be effective however 25% of those
infected will experience at least one recurrent infection within eight weeks of the first treatment.
Fecal microbiota transplantation is an alternative treatment that has shown high efficacy as it
helps recolonize the patients’ disrupted gut microbiome; however, there is always risk when
transplanting biomatter [35]. In designing novel treatments, it is vital to understand the
mechanisms and nutrients that promote C. difficile colonization in the human gut.
C. difficile infection is only one of many diseases that are associated with the disruption
of the gut microbiome and the mucin-associated biofilm. As such, understanding mechanistic
interactions between species is important to for the purpose of promoting resilience, avoiding
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major disruption, and maintain host health. Further work contributing to the promotion of
understanding species interactions in the mucin-associated microbiome will act as a stepping
stone to understanding the full impact of the microbiome of human health.
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